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A private detective is following the girl he is in love with. A former air force pilot, he is discovering some sides in the human nature he can't
deal with. If you already have background with Spanish language, this book is the best one to try. It makes use of the ALARM Method to
efficiently teach its reader Spanish words, sentences and dialogues. Through this method, a person will be able to enhance his or her ability
to remember the words that has been incorporated into consequent sentences from time to time. The book is equipped with the audio tracks.
The address of the home page of the book on the Internet, where audio files are available for listening and downloading, is listed at the
beginning of the book on the copyright page.
Explorations in Classical Sociological Theory: Seeing the Social World, Second Edition is an undergraduate sociological theory textbook that
introduces the student to the major classical theorists, including Marx, Spencer, Durkheim, Weber, Simmel, Mead, Schutz, Gilman, and Du
Bois. The theorists were chosen for the diversity of their perspectives as well as their ability to introduce the student to contemporary theory.
Kenneth Allan uses a lively informative writing style to engage the students in the eras of social change that spawned the major sociological
theories and then applies them to the current era, which also is experiencing major social change. Features and benefits: · The book includes
a glossary of terms. Each of the theorist’s important concepts are highlighted in the text and clear definitions provided in the glossary. This
feature is particularly important because theory is made up of terms and concepts and without the use of a glossary, it is very easy for the
undergraduate theory student to lose track of the terms and meanings. · While the book is organized primarily around the individual theorist’s
perspective, a categorical scheme is also provided so the student can roughly situate the theorists and decide for themselves some of
sociology’s big questions. The scheme provided in the book is not the one usually used by textbooks. The more commonly used scheme
(conflict, functional, interaction) hides some really important questions that the student needs to consider (for example, is society an object or
does it exist only through interpretations?). · The book provides an appendix with complete definitions of most of sociology’s major
"perspectives" e.g., critical theory (including feminism, race, and queer theory, postmodernism, and so on), exchange theory, rational choice
theory, dramaturgy, ethnomethodology, structuration, network theory, ecological theory, social phenomenology, and so on. · The book
introduces the power and poetry of theory by extensive use of original source material from the theorists writings.
An “exciting” true account of battling the elephant poachers of Zambia by the author of Where the Crawdads Sing and her fellow biologist
(The Boston Globe). Intelligent, majestic, and loyal, with lifespans matching our own, elephants are among the greatest of the wonders
gracing the African wilds. Yet, in the 1970s and 1980s, about a thousand of these captivating creatures were slaughtered in Zambia each
year, killed for their valuable ivory tusks. When biologists Mark and Delia Owens, residing in Africa to study lions, found themselves in the
middle of a poaching fray, they took the only side they morally could: that of the elephants. From the authors of Secrets of the Savanna, The
Eye of the Elephant is “part adventure story, part wildlife tale,” recounting the Owens’s struggle to save these innocent animals from
decimation, a journey not only to supply the natives with ways of supporting their villages, but also to cultivate support around the globe for
the protection of elephants (The Boston Globe). Filled with daring exploits among disgruntled hunters, arduous labor on the African plains,
and vivid depictions of various wildlife, this remarkable tale is at once an adventure story, a travelogue, a preservationist call to action, and a
fascinating examination of both human and animal nature.
The potential engagement of British forces in military action often leads to intense public debate. This book assesses the public legal
justifications for such operations. It critiques the idea that using international legal norms to justify decisions on the use of force will
necessarily result in fewer instances of military intervention.

Each number comprises the annual report of a different colony for a particular year.
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Selected essays reveal Orwell's satirical views on social and political issues
Their haunts and habits , from personal observations with an account of the mode of capturing and taming elephants. 25 cm., 24
plates-illusr.
From the ancient origins of the proboscideans to the crisis of the living elephants, this book synthesizes the behavior, ecology and
conservation of elephants, while covering also the history of human interactions with elephants. It is useful for biologists, field ecologists,
wildlife administrators, historians, and conservationists.
Shooting an ElephantAnd Other EssaysNew York, Harcourt
First Published in 1996. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Doctor Jimmy Capri was anxious. Doctor Maureen "Mo" Lally had coerced him into presenting their paper at a military medical meeting in
Hanoi. He feared that returning to Vietnam would unmask the post traumatic stress disorder, PTSD that he suffered from his first tour at First
Marines First Medical Battalion in Da Nang and that he had managed to submerge for over thirty-five years. The memories that had lain
dormant did surface, including being shot and the details of his love affair with Mai Nguyen, a nurse at WHO Children"s Hospital. What he
didn't anticipate from his short stay in Vietnam, was a new love.

Although incredible photography is more dependent on the skills of the photographer than geography, travel is a valued ingredient.
This book attempts to capture stunning images of many of America's most beautiful scenes, many that are remote and took
decades to locate. Hopefully, it will make you want to seek them out and visit them for yourself. It is a light hearted collection of
favorite photographic haunts mixed with humor of the moment. Hope you enjoy.
Reproduction of the original: Life in an Indian Outpost by Gordon Casserly
After graduating from the Beijing Film Academy in 1982, directors like Chen Kaige and Zhang Yimou transformed Chinese cinema
with Farewell My Concubine, Yellow Earth, Raise the Red Lantern, and other international successes. Memoirs from the Beijing
Film Academy tells the riveting story of this class of 1982, China’s famous "Fifth Generation" of filmmakers. It is the first insider’s
account of this renowned cohort to appear in English. Covering these directors’ formative experiences during China’s tumultuous
Cultural Revolution and later at the Beijing Film Academy, Ni Zhen—who was both their screenwriter and teacher—provides unique
insights into the origins of the Fifth Generation’s creativity. Drawing on his personal knowledge and interviews conducted
especially for this volume, Ni Zhen demonstrates the diversity of the Fifth Generation. He comments on the breadth of styles and
themes explored by its members and introduces a range of male and female directors, cinematographers, and production
designers famous in China but less well-known internationally. The book contains vivid descriptions of the production processes of
two pioneering films—One and Eight and Yellow Earth.
Hollywood, Sight Unseeing begins with the following paragraph... I was in the batter's box. I was eight years old. The pitcher, ten,
wound up, threw. Where was the baseball? I saw it leave his hand, then disappear until it was perhaps twenty feet from where it
was headed... directly at my head. Being blessed with fast reflexes, I flattened out, dropped like a stone. I hit the ground with that
ball missing my noggin by the wispiest whisker. At the time, it seemed nothing at all to me. I had escaped serious injury - just part
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of the game, I thought. But that "inconsequential" incident, with unrelenting insistence, uncompromising ferocity, would dictate the
direction of the rest of my life Missing that baseball was diagnosed as macular degeneration, a retinal fault very rare in children.
No known treatment, vision would continue to decline. By age 17, my vision was 20/200... legal blindness status. I saw at 20 feet
what normally sighted people saw easily at 200 feet. Beginning with my first love, the entertainment industry, for 25 years, I earned
my living, despite its near total visual nature, in the theater, radio, motion picture and television industries. For ten years of that
time, I worked as a Dialogue Coach at Paramount, Twentieth Century Fox and Columbia Studios, working with top Directors,
Producers and such stars as Elizabeth Taylor, Vivien Leigh, Katherine Hepburn, Cary Grant, Burt Lancaster, Charlton Heston,
Loretta Young, Jane Wyman, Janet Leigh, Charles Laughton, Claude Rains, Shirley MacLaine, Jayne Mansfield, and 16 pictures
with Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis. When decreasing vision made Dialogue Coaching impractical, I switched to writing for motion
pictures and television. Later, I transitioned to the construction industry as a General Building contractor. Now, with my vison of
20/600, I have returned to writing. After all, I'm only 83. Rudy Makoul
Updated with nearly forty new selections to reflect the tremendous growth and transformation of scholarly, theological, and activist religious
environmentalism, the second edition of This Sacred Earth is an unparalleled resource for the study of religion's complex relationship to the
environment.
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